Goose Grease: Good Will Climb Throne

Poezy and Lain Are Heavy Workers In Royal Line

It was announced Thursday by Miss E. K. Bracy, president of the Women's Council, that due to the recommendation of the faculty in the case of Petra. Miller versus the committee of the Women's Council, the position of Miss Myra Lanfier was offered as Queen of the May, and Ms. Miller will accept the position.

Miss Miller, a student of the Women's College, has been under consideration for the position for several weeks. She is a member of the Alpha Gamma Delta sorority and has been active in all aspects of the college life. Her leadership abilities and her involvement in extracurricular activities have made her a favorite among the students.

The Women's Council has decided to honor Miss Miller with the title of Queen of the May, a position that is traditionally bestowed upon the student who best represents the spirit of the college. The council has been impressed by Miss Miller's dedication to the college and her willingness to serve her peers.

Professor LaMarre has been named to the next year's faculty. He will be responsible for teaching courses in mathematics and physics. His expertise in these areas will be beneficial to the students of the college.

Professor LaMarre, who has been teaching at the university for several years, has a reputation for being an excellent teacher. His approach to teaching is student-centered, and he is known for his ability to make complex concepts accessible to students.

The university has also named Cap Yeager as an alternate for the E.B. Competition. Yeager, a student in the engineering department, has been selected for his ability to represent the university in a competition that tests the students' knowledge of engineering principles.

Seven guest sirens will offer a memorable evening for the students. The siren contest will feature all-male groups from the college and community. The event will be held in the campus auditorium and will be a highlight of the weekend's activities.

The Rice Institute has announced the selection of Dr. U. Leighten to teach mathematics. Leighten, a former resident of the university, is a well-known mathematician with a reputation for his innovative teaching methods.

The university has also announced the selection of Dr. Uray as the new mathematics professor. Uray, a former resident of the university, is a well-known mathematician with a reputation for his innovative teaching methods. The university has expressed its confidence in Uray's ability to teach the students and to contribute to the development of the mathematics department.
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The Harvester

Established 1916

The Thresher, official student organ of the University of Texas, is published weekly from registration day in September to commencement in June, except during holiday and examination periods, and when an emergency warrants its issuance.

Since its inception in 1916, The Thresher has been a vital voice for the student body, providing a platform for diverse perspectives and issues. It has evolved over the years, adapting to the changing landscape of higher education and the wider社会 dynamics. The newspaper continues to serve as a critical nexus for dialogue and expression, reflecting the values and aspirations of its readers.

A Great Sacrifice

LIFE is a process that involves giving up one's own desires for the greater good. The quote "A single life is a sacrifice to the many" encapsulates this sentiment. By making sacrifices, individuals contribute to the well-being of society, demonstrating a commitment to the collective. This concept is not only applicable to personal decisions but also extends to broader contexts, such as civic engagement and social responsibility.

Survey Indicates 50 Per Cent Smokers in Collegiate Ranks

Tulane, March 26--As a result of a survey conducted at Tulane, it was revealed that 50 per cent of the collegiate ranks smoke. This statistic highlights the prevalence of smoking among students and underscores the importance of addressing public health concerns.

Survey

A survey was conducted to assess smoking prevalence among college students. The findings indicated that 50 per cent of the surveyed population smokes. This information is crucial for understanding the extent of the smoking issue and informing public health strategies to promote healthier habits.

Walt Disney Cartoon

To Serve In Court of Queen May queen

Elna Birath

Lorena Ramin

Birath, Ramij Selected Princesses

Lorena Ramin

Birath and Ramij were selected as Princesses to Serve in Court of Queen May queen. This selection signifies their role in the ceremonial proceedings, demonstrating the recognition of their achievements and contributions to the university community.

Zeig To Consider Beer Allowance For Hardy's Hellhounds

At the Thursday meeting of the Student Council, Dr. Hardy, president of the University, announced that the issue of beer allowance for the Hellhounds, the university's athletic team, would be considered. This decision reflects the University's commitment to the well-being of its students and the importance of supporting extracurricular activities.

Tulane University has launched a project to determine whether college campuses should be allowed to sell beer in their facilities, a measure that could have implications for student safety and campus culture.
Sports
That Bloom in Spring

The Field House announced late Thursday in a sensational release that Pops Watson, internationals sport star, would break his left leg in seven places below the knee. Watson was inclined right last night while driving the softball against a local minor team with Arlo Tabei.

Field House manager and owner of numerous unimproved sport records, has challenged Watson in a stoutly rubber armchair at the house. The famous man will be seen Internationally in the near future.

Coach Everest Beckett reached in a special interview at 2 a.m. this morning that Watson might be out of competition for a week of ten days.

NEW TIE!
NEW SHIRT!
NEW SUIT!
But it's the Same
OLD HAT-TUDE!
Speaks the Whole Effort
You've the hat that makes the face and bigger appearance, so when you wear it...

LOOK AT A SMART NEW LEE WOOL-BLEU-BAT

The Telescope
Johns own spring has a closed corner. What snap
will look back, dotted to a shik snip band...
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Superman to Regenerate All Sports at Institute

Southwest Tossed Into Tempests By Entrance of Flash

Famed Athlete Discloses Arrangements For Appearing In Three Places At Once

Maxie, Macly, Stevenson, Brosnan, Grigs, and Costello signed an agreement yesterday with representatives of Hollywood to attend the annual meeting of the Motion Picture Academy. The agreement will be executed by the Motion Picture Academy, which was formed by the studios to coordinate the work of the various performers. According to the agreement, the performers will be paid for their appearance in the movies, and the money will be used to promote the motion picture industry. The agreement was signed by Maxie, Macly, Stevenson, Brosnan, Grigs, and Costello.

Flying Cadets

A flying cadet who was killed in a plane crash in the desert was identified today as Lieutenant William M. Johnson, 22, of San Diego, California. Johnson was a member of the 32nd Pursuit Group, and was on a routine training flight. The plane, a P-40 Warhawk, crashed into a mountainside after taking off from a nearby airfield. Johnson was the only survivor of the crash, and was pronounced dead on arrival at the hospital.
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America's Number Choice

Chesterfield is today's

Definitely Milder...Cooler-Smoking Better-Tasting Cigarette

Thousands of new smokers every day are turning by choice to Chesterfield because they find everything they want in this completely pleasing and satisfying cigarette.

The makers of Chesterfield keep far in front with every known means of improving their product. You can't buy a better cigarette.